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Diversity: In new formats  
 
Is e-Updating an Old Print Book Worthwhile?   
by Hazel Edwards 
 

 
'As a kid, I LOVED your book about the girl who unzipped her skin. But I 
can't find a copy to read to my children.'  
 
#australianreadinghour is on September 14th. A good time for adults to 
share favourite OLD stories with their children and grandchildren. These 
can be in new digital or audio formats too. 
Stories of quirky problem-solving and diversity are always relevant. 
  
As well as being an Ambassador, and a reading grandma, I’m a vintage 
author, first published in 1977. 
Increasingly I’m getting fan mail requesting  my out-of-print titles but 
often the rights reversion is complicated by publisher mergers and 
mislaid, decades- old files. 
 
 Digitalising a former print book is only possible if you have proof of 

rights reversion. So my Covid year aim was to digitalise as e-books or move onto audio those of my 
backlist which were still relevant.  Which stories are worth updating and digitalising? I've always been 
interested in diversity and coping successfully with being different, so some of my early children's 
easy-to-read print stories like 'Mum on Wheels' are still relevant. But preferably in digital format. 
 

 
Which other stories survive? Quirky. Fantasy. Heart warming 
relationships. Not mysteries like my orienteering ‘The O Gang’ 
where audio devices were now out -moded clues. Polaroid, faxes or 
even cameras (not mobiles) are out! GPS and Googling are in. 
The big test is whether your story is ‘historic and genuine for a 
period,’ or ‘Dated’  with technology or attitudes which will turn off 
today’s readers. Luckily, I’ve always written about coping 
successfully with being different , so my ‘social context’ of 
enterprising girls, sensitive males and single parent or atypical family 
structures haven’t dated. But the technology has dated: in the story 
and as a way of accessing the story. Technology is the decider 
whether the story is worth digitalising. 
   
Now the CONTENT and CONTEXT needs to change too.  Grandads 
don’t roll their own tobacco anymore. Kids eat sushi at parties, not 
hundreds and thousands.  And the names have changed!  First names 

for adults. Mrs White is out.  The Wang twins are in. Your ‘bestie’,  not best friend is the term. 
Households have changed and gender politics rules. Even with  illustrations which can now upset, like 
a see-through 10 year old girl  who unzips her sunburnt skin and has NO skin colour and no t-shirt. 
 
 
 
It was the Untapped Project which got me started on updating my backlist.  
‘General Store’ (1977) which  is the first YA novel I had published has been included in the Untapped 
Digitalisation project through the University of Melbourne law faculty with support from ASA 
(Australian Society of Authors) and the Copyright Agency. 
Thrilled it will now be an Untapped e-book and available for libraries later in 2021. I had to prove that 
the rights had reverted to me and that was a challenge nearly 50 years and several publisher takeovers 
later. 
https://hazeledwards.com/general-store.htmlhas details. 
"Since the cake-eating hippo picture books turned 40 this year , in interviews I've been asked a few 
times about my first published book: YA novel 'General Store' (Hodder and Stoughton) 1977 and now 
out- of- print. I don't usually re-read earlier publications, but since my Scottish cousin Margaret took 
the trouble to locate an e-bay copy to share with her family, I re-read it. Surprisingly it hasn't dated 
since the friendship between two very different girls and country life in a struggling general store was 
authentic with footy teams, fires and family growing up. I'd forgotten so much of the 1960s country 
detail, and couldn't write that historic setting now without more research.It's 'historic' 'rather than 
'dated' because no technology like mobiles needed updating. 'Tech' was not important then.I was 27 
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when my first book was published. And now I'd probably change the title as many think it is an army 
rank." 
 
My First Published Book! 
'General Store' (1977) was my first YA novel published by Hodder and Stoughton.It wasn’t 
autobiographical apart from the 1960s setting of an Australian country store. 

 
 
 
Facts which decide whether it’s worth reviving the book include: 
 
1.   Has the story setting dated?   There’s a difference between an historic setting and technology like 
Walkman, cassettes or video which has been superseded.  
2.   Has the language dated?   In a children’s book, colloquial terms change within 12 months. Usually 
I avoided slang or swearing for this reason. ‘bestie’ is the current term for best friend but was unknown 
in 1980s.  
3.   Are character names dated?  Australian society is now multicultural with names like Abdul rather 
than Andrew. Children often use first names for adults such as neighbours rather than saying Mrs 
White. Step parents are often known by their first names rather than the role. I’d always used Pappas as 
my generic Greek surname for characters and Lee for Asian names. But a first name like Kim was 
always relevant for many Asian cultures and can be male or female.  
4.   Food has changed.  Our diet is more Asian or Middle Eastern cuisine rather than even Italian or 
Greek. More hummus and fewer white bread sandwiches. 
5.   Health practices have changed. In my early books, often the grandfather or parent smoked. That 
was the norm. Now they jog. 
6.   Social issues:  Earlier I had written about blended and single parent families and this was 
considered ahead of trends. Working mothers.Dads who cooked. Diversity . Disability. Gender 
politics.Pronouns.  
7.   Birthday parties.  The food and games have changed. The cake may be gluten-free. Even Halal 
catering?  
8.   Numbers. Times . Currency.  Closing times for shops. Prices. Even school timetabling. Digital 
watches not clock face. 
9.   New school customs like lollipop crossing supervisors. After school care.In primary school now, 
teachers are often known by first names.  
10.Multi-culturalism is the norm, but which cultures? This also affects food. Which clothing like hijabs 
are considered modest and appropriate?  
COVID  Changes? 
Should characters set in 2020-1 wear masks? Or will that date soon too?  Social distancing?  Zooming? 
Being schooled at home?  
Limited numbers for events? 
I decided to leave the original stories in NO TIME.  
 
 ’Skin Zip Me’ (SkinZipped)  and ‘Mum on Wheels’  
Which books are worth re-issuing? 
 Often the quirky and fanciful  like ‘Skin Zip Me’ (now 'SkinZipped' ) where a sunburnt girl unzips her 
skin and becomes a see- through person have a longer life. Then there IS a problem with the 
illustrations because these days a 10 year old girl can’t be shown without a t-shirt as a see - through 
person.  But the broader diversity issues of skin colour being immaterial, helps with discussion. And 
the health issues of skin cancer and using sunscreen are viewed differently. 
When ‘Mum on Wheels’ was written in 1980, there was scant knowledge of rehabilitation after traffic 
accidents, but our family member worked in a rehabilitation hospital so I knew about wheelchairs, 
ramps and access.  Now that is common knowledge. So having a herb garden on wheels is less 
innovative. 
In re-issuing the story, I decided to note what needed updating in the digital edition.  Multicultural 
names, prices, technology, surnames or first names for adults and the customs. 
Attitudes had changed to smoking. Parents now both cook for birthday party not just mother . Until 
Harry Potter arrived there had been ‘politically correct’ opposition to witches as supernatural. But I left 
the witch- themed birthday party in as it had been based on a real party we held for our children.  
Updating the titles was another issue. The aim was to make the books easier to distinguish quickly. 
New publisher. New ISBN. The biggest change was the original author photo. I looked so young And 
my bio was very short.  Undecided whether to include BOTH bios and photos, but the blurb definitely 
needed updating to make the  diversity issues topical.  
I considered making the title  ‘ Mum on Wheels’ into ‘My Mum on Wheels’  but decided to go with 
‘nostalgic’ original cover after sorting the legalities  and stay with ‘Mum on Wheels’. 
 ‘SkinZipped’ instead of ’Skin Zip Me’ enabled more discussion of diversity, suncare health issues and 
relevance of a new cover. 
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So re-issuing a backlisted title by a ‘vintage’ author does require updating. Is it ethical to make 
changes? I think so. An adult book may be different. 
There’s a new readership every six years for children’s books and this will make the titles more 
accessible. 
 
 
Updating is not the same as pandering to censors who want to sanitise  stories of the past. 
 
Last week a ‘fan’ asked me to take a line out of the original  ‘There’s a Hippopotamus on our Roof 
Eating Cake’ where the word ‘diet’ was used. This reader said she wanted to bring up her daughters 
(now toddlers) as proud of their bodies and not being shamed by body image propaganda.  I replied 
that ‘diet’ simply mean a choice of healthy food for the character concerned.  

 
My reply: 
I’m glad that your family has enjoyed the cake-eating hippo picture books as we celebrated the 40th 
year in 2020 
Your concerns about the  'Mummy is on a diet’ line are not supported by the literary intent. 
In terms of word and concept crafting healthy  ‘diet’ is juxtaposed with the fantasy licence which the 
hippo has with an imaginary abundant cake life. 
‘Diet’ can refer to other issues like diabetes or gluten free etc. It is not about restrictions to stay thin.  
I also have  daughters ( and sons) . Mine are independent, adventurous women who do not have body 
image issues and who have successful careers, partners and happy family lives and who contribute to 
the community. 
Their families have been brought up with the hippo books 
 Many fathers who have shared the books write thanking me because they read the stories so many 
times and have a way to be close to their children. 
A picture book is a choreographed word craft with sub text. 
The sub-text of the hippo books is that is ok to use your imagination and be different. 
There’s a difference between censorship and updating. 
********************************************************************** 
Useful Links: 
www.hazeledwards.com  
SkinZipped 
Mum on Wheels  
General Store  
Not Just a Piece of Cake: Being an Author  
 'There's a Hippopotamus on Our Roof Eating Cake' Picture book series and activities. 
978-0-9925777-0-4   SkinZipped e-book 
https://www.ebookalchemy.com.au/TitleDetail.php?recordID=9780992577704 
978-0-9925777-1-1   Mum on Wheels e book   
https://www.ebookalchemy.com.au/TitleDetail.php?recordID=9780992577711 
POD also available 
 
 
BIO 
Author Hazel Edwards is best known for her 'There's a Hippopotamus on our Roof Eating Cake' but 
junior fiction 'Mum on Wheels' and SkinZipped' were written in the same period. 
Her memoir 'Not Just a Piece of Cake: Being an Author' explores the process of writing different 
genres and for different age groups as well as adventurous research such as her Antarctic expedition. 
Always keen on encouraging literacy, she reads on Skype to her interstate grandsons and is an 
#australianreadinghour Ambassador. Her website has resources for educators and remote schooling 
for #australianreadinghour. 
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